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Chapter 10

Southeast Asian
Scripts

10

The following scripts are discussed in this chapter:
• Thai
• Lao
• Myanmar
• Khmer
• Tai Le
• Philippine scripts
The scripts of Southeast Asia are written from left to right; many use no interword spacing
but use spaces or marks between phrases. They are mostly abugidas, but with various idiosyncrasies that distinguish them from the scripts of South Asia.
The four Philippine scripts included here operate on similar principles; each uses nonspacing vowel signs. In addition, the Tagalog script has a virama.
The Tai Le script is encoded alphabetically.
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10.1 Thai
Thai: U+0E00–U+0E7F
The Thai script is used to write Thai and other Southeast Asian languages, such as Kuy,
Lanna Tai, and Pali. It is a member of the Indic family of scripts descended from Brahmi.
Thai modifies the original Brahmi letter shapes and extends the number of letters to
accommodate features of the Thai language, including tone marks derived from superscript digits. On the other hand, Thai script lacks the conjunct consonant mechanism and
independent vowel letters found in most other Brahmi-derived scripts. As in all scripts of
this family, the predominant writing direction is left to right.
The Lao script is closely related to Thai, and the encoding principles described in this section apply to the Lao encoding as well.
Standards. Thai layout in the Unicode Standard is based on the Thai Industrial Standard
620-2529, and its updated version 620-2533.
Encoding Principles. In common with the Indic scripts, each Thai letter is a consonant
possessing an inherent vowel sound. Thai letters further feature inherent tones. The inherent vowel and tone can be modified by means of vowel signs and tone marks attached to the
base consonant letter. Some of the vowel signs and all of the tone marks are rendered in the
script as diacritics attached above or below the base consonant. These combining signs and
marks are encoded after the modified consonant in the memory representation.
Most of the Thai vowel signs are rendered by full letter-sized in-line glyphs placed either
before (that is, to the left of ) or after (to the right of ) or around (on both sides of ) the
glyph for the base consonant letter. In the Thai encoding, the letter-sized glyphs that are
placed before (left of ) the base consonant letter, in full or partial representation of a vowel
sign, are in fact encoded as separate characters that are typed and stored before the base
consonant character. This encoding for left-side Thai vowel sign glyphs (and similarly in
Lao) differs from the conventions for all other Indic scripts, which uniformly encode all
vowels after the base consonant. The difference is necessitated by the encoding practice
commonly employed with Thai character data as represented by the Thai Industrial Standard.
The glyph positions for Thai syllables are summarized in Table 10-1.
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Table 10-1. Glyph Positions in Thai Syllables
Syllable

Glyphs

Code Point Sequence

ka

CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
LCD
LC
MCD
MC
NCD
NC
LCED
CO
LCOD
LCO
LCGP
LCKO
CQR
LCE
LCP
SC
TC
CU
CV

U+0E01 U+0E30

ka:
ki
ki:
ku
ku:
ku’
ku’:
ke
ke:
kae
kae:
ko
ko:
ko’
ko’:
koe
koe:
kia
ku’a
kua
kaw
koe:y
kay
kay
kam
kri

U+0E01 U+0E32
U+0E01 U+0E34
U+0E01 U+0E35
U+0E01 U+0E38
U+0E01 U+0E39
U+0E01 U+0E35
U+0E01 U+0E36
U+0E40 U+0E01 U+0E30
U+0E40 U+0E01
U+0E41 U+0E01 U+0E30
U+0E41 U+0E01
U+0E42 U+0E01 U+0E30
U+0E42 U+0E01
U+0E40 U+0E01 U+0E32 U+0E30
U+0E01 U+0E2D
U+0E40 U+0E01 U+0E2D U+0E30
U+0E40 U+0E01 U+0E2D
U+0E40 U+0E01 U+0E35 U+0E22
U+0E40 U+0E01 U+0E37 U+0E2D
U+0E01 U+0E31 U+0E27
U+0E40 U+0E01 U+0E32
U+0E40 U+0E01 U+0E22
U+0E44 U+0E01
U+0E43 U+0E01
U+0E01 U+0E33
U+0E01 U+0E24

Thai Punctuation. Thai uses a variety of punctuation marks particular to this script.
U+0E4F    is the Thai bullet, used to mark items in lists, or
appearing at the beginning of a verse, sentence, paragraph, or other textual segment.
U+0E46    is used to mark repetition of preceding letters.
U+0E2F    is used to indicate elision or abbreviation of letters; it
is itself viewed as a kind of letter, however, and is used with considerable frequency because
of its appearance in such words as the Thai name for Bangkok. Paiyannoi is also used in
combination (U+0E2F U+0E25 U+0E2F) to create a construct called paiyanyai, which
means “et cetera, and so forth.” The Thai paiyanyai is comparable to the analogue in the
Khmer script: U+17D8   .
U+0E5A    is used to mark the end of a long segment of text.
It can be combined with a following U+0E30     to mark a larger segment of text; typically this usage can be seen at the end of a verse in poetry. U+0E5B 
  marks the end of a chapter or document, where it always follows the
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angkhankhu + sara a combination. The Thai angkhankhu and its combination with sara a
to mark breaks in text have analogues in many other Brahmi-derived scripts. For example,
they are closely related to U+17D4    and U+17D5  
, which are themselves ultimately related to the danda and double danda of
Devanagari.
Thai words are not separated by spaces. Text is laid out with spaces introduced at text segments where Western typography would typically make use of commas or periods. However, Latin-based punctuation such as comma, period, and colon are also used in text,
particularly in conjunction with Latin letters, or in formatting numbers, addresses, and so
forth. If word boundary indications are desired—for example, for the use of automatic line
layout algorithms—the character U+200B    should be used to place
invisible marks for such breaks. The    can grow to have a visible width
when justified. See Figure 15-1.
Thai Transcription of Pali and Sanskrit. The Thai script is frequently used to write Pali
and Sanskrit. When so used, consonant clusters are represented by the explicit use of
U+0E3A    (virama) to mark the removal of the inherent vowel.
There is no conjoining behavior, unlike in other Indic scripts. U+0E4D  
 is the Pali nigghahita and Sanskrit anusvara. U+0E30     is
the Sanskrit visarga. U+0E24    and U+0E26    are
vocalic /r/ and /l/, with U+0E45    used to indicate their
lengthening.
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10.2 Lao
Lao: U+0E80–U+0EFF
The Lao language and script are closely related to Thai. The Unicode Standard encodes the
Lao script in the same relative order as Thai.
Lao contains fewer letters than Thai because by 1960 it was simplified to be fairly phonemic, while Thai maintains many etymological spellings that are homonyms. Regular word
spacing is not used in Lao; spaces separate phrases or sentences instead. The glyph placements for Lao syllables are summarized in Table 10-2.

Table 10-2. Glyph Positions in Lao Syllables
Syllable

Glyphs

Code Point Sequence

ka

WX
WY
WZ
W[
W\
W]
W^
W_
`WX
`W
aWX
aW
bWX
bW
`WYX
Wc
`WZ
`W[
`Wkd,
`Wl
`W_f
Wej
`WeY
`W[d,
`W[l
gW
hW
Wi

U+0E81 U+0EB0

ka:
ki
ki:
ku
ku:
ku’
ku’:
ke
ke:
kae
kae:
ko
ko:
ko’
ko’:
koe
koe:
kia
ku’a
kua
kaw
koe:y
kay
kay
kam
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U+0E81 U+0EB2
U+0E81 U+0EB4
U+0E81 U+0EB5
U+0E81 U+0EB8
U+0E81 U+0EB9
U+0E81 U+0EB5
U+0E81 U+0EB6
U+0EC0 U+0E81 U+0EB0
U+0EC0 U+0E81
U+0EC1 U+0E81 U+0EB0
U+0EC1 U+0E81
U+0EC2 U+0E81 U+0EB0
U+0EC2 U+0E81
U+0EC0 U+0E81 U+0EB2 U+0EB0
U+0E81 U+0ECD
U+0EC0 U+0E81 U+0EB4
U+0EC0 U+0E81 U+0EB5
U+0EC0 U+0E81 U+0EB1 U+0EBD,
U+0EC0 U+0E81 U+0EA2
U+0EC0 U+0E81 U+0EB7 U+0EAD
U+0E81 U+0EBB U+0EA7
U+0EC0 U+0E81 U+0EBB U+0EB2
U+0EC0 U+0E81 U+0EB5 U+0EBD,
U+0EC0 U+0E81 U+0EB5 U+0EA2
U+0EC4 U+0E81
U+0EC3 U+0E81
U+0E81 U+0EB3
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A few additional letters in Lao have no match in Thai:
U+0EBB     
U+0EBC    
U+0EBD    
The preceding two semivowel signs are the last remnants of the system of subscript medials,
which in Myanmar retains additional distinctions. Myanmar and Khmer include a full set
of subscript consonant forms used for conjuncts. Thai no longer uses any of these forms;
Lao has just the two.
There are also two ligatures in the Unicode character encoding for Lao: U+0EDC  
 and U+0EDD   . They correspond to sequences of [h] plus [n] or [h] plus [m]
without ligating. Their function in Lao is to provide versions of the [n] and [m] consonants
with a different inherent tonal implication.
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Myanmar: U+1000–U+109F
The Myanmar script is used to write Burmese, the majority language of Myanmar (formerly called Burma). Variations and extensions of the script are used to write other languages of the region, such as Shan and Mon, as well as Pali and Sanskrit. The Myanmar
script was formerly known as the Burmese script, but the term “Myanmar” is now preferred.
The Myanmar writing system derives from a Brahmi-related script borrowed from South
India in about the eighth century for the Mon language. The first inscription in the Myanmar script dates from the eleventh century and uses an alphabet almost identical to that of
the Mon inscriptions. Aside from rounding of the originally square characters, this script
has remained largely unchanged to the present. It is said that the rounder forms were developed to permit writing on palm leaves without tearing the writing surface of the leaf.
Because of its Brahmi origins, the Myanmar script shares the structural features of its Indic
relatives: consonant symbols include an inherent “a” vowel; various signs are attached to a
consonant to indicate a different vowel; ligatures and conjuncts are used to indicate consonant clusters; and the overall writing direction is left to right. Thus, despite great differences in appearance and detail, the Myanmar script follows the same basic principles as, for
example, Devanagari.
Standards. There is not yet an official national standard for the encoding of Myanmar/Burmese. The current encoding was prepared with the consultation of experts from the Myanmar Information Technology Standardization Committee (MITSC) in Yangon (Rangoon).
The MITSC, formed by the government in 1997, consists of experts from the Myanmar
Computer Scientists’ Association, Myanmar Language Commission, and Myanmar Historical Commission.
Encoding Principles. As with Indic scripts, the Myanmar encoding represents only the
basic underlying characters; multiple glyphs and rendering transformations are required to
assemble the final visual form for each syllable. Even some single characters, such as
U+102C "    , may assume variant forms (for example, #)
depending on the other characters with which they combine. Conversely, characters or
combinations that may appear visually identical in some fonts, such as U+101D !    and U+1040 !   , are distinguished by their underlying encoding.
Composite Characters. As is the case in many other scripts, some Myanmar letters or signs
may be analyzed as composites of two or more other characters, and are not encoded separately. The following are examples of Myanmar letters represented by combining character
sequences:
myanmar vowel sign o
U+1000 . ka + U+1031 & vowel sign e + U+102C " vowel sign aa →
) k]
myanmar vowel sign au
U+1000 . ka + U+1031 & vowel sign e + U+102C " vowel sign aa +
U+1039 ' virama + U+200C Ã → * kau
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myanmar vowel sign ui
U+1000 . ka + U+102F % vowel sign u + U+102D $ vowel sign i → (
kui
Encoding Subranges. The basic consonants, independent vowels, and dependent vowel
signs required for writing the Myanmar language are encoded at the beginning of the
Myanmar range. Extensions of each of these categories for use in writing other languages,
such as Pali and Sanskrit, are appended at the end of the range. In between these two sets lie
the script-specific signs, punctuation, and digits.
Conjunct and Medial Consonants. As in other Indic-derived scripts, conjunction of two
consonant letters is indicated by the insertion of a virama U+1039 '  
 between them; it causes ligation or other rendered combination of the consonants,
although the virama itself is not rendered visibly.
The conjunct form of U+1004 +    is rendered as a superscript sign
called kinzi. Kinzi is encoded in logical order as a conjunct consonant before the syllable to
which it applies; this is similar to the treatment of the Devanagari ra. (See Section 9.1,
Devanagari, rule R2.) For example, kinzi applied to U+1000 .   
would be written via the following sequence:
U+1004 + nga + U+1039 ' virama + U+1000 . ka → - vka
The Myanmar script traditionally distinguishes a set of subscript “medial” consonants:
forms of ya, ra, wa, and ha that are considered to be modifiers of the syllable’s vowel.
Graphically, these medial consonants are sometimes written as subscripts, but sometimes,
as in the case of ra, they surround the base consonant instead. In the Myanmar encoding,
the medial consonants are treated as conjuncts; that is, they are coded using the virama. For
example, the word krwe , [kjwei] (“to drop off ” ) would be written via the following
sequence:
U+1000 . ka + U+1039 ' virama + U+101B / ra + U+1039 ' virama
+ U+101D ! wa + U+1031 & vowel sign e → , krwe

Explicit Virama. The virama U+1039 '    also participates in some
common constructions where it appears as a visible sign, commonly termed killer. In this
usage where it appears as a visible diacritic, U+1039 is followed by a U+200C  
-, as with Devanagari (see Figure 9-4).
Ordering of Syllable Components. Dependent vowels and other signs are encoded after the
consonant to which they apply, except for kinzi, which precedes the consonant. Characters
occur in the relative order shown in Table 10-3.
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Table 10-3. Myanmar Syllabic Structure
Name

Encoding

Example

kinzi

<U+1004, U+1039>

consonant

[U+1000–U+1021]

subscript consonant

<U+1039, [U+1000–U+1019, U+101C,
U+101E, U+1020, U+1021]>

medial ya

<U+1039, U+101A>

medial ra

<U+1039, U+101B>

medial wa

<U+1039, U+101D>

medial ha

<U+1039, U+101F>

vowel sign e

U+1031

vowel sign u, uu

[U+102F, U+1030]

vowel sign i, ii, ai

[U+102D, U+102E, U+1032]

vowel sign aa

U+102C

anusvara

U+1036

atha (killer)

<U+1039, U+200C>

dot below

U+1037

visarga

U+1038

#
*
$
%
&
(
)
+
,, ., /, 0
1
2
3
4
5

Note that U+1031 &     is encoded after its consonant (as in the
earlier example), although in visual presentation it is reordered to appear before (to the left
of) the consonant form.
Spacing. Myanmar does not use any whitespace between words. If word boundary indications are desired—for example, for the use of automatic line layout algorithms—the character U+200B    should be used to place invisible marks for such breaks.
The    can grow to have a visible width when justified.
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10.4 Khmer
Khmer: U+1780–U+17FF
Khmer, also known as Cambodian, is the official language of the Kingdom of Cambodia.
Mutually intelligible dialects are also spoken in northeastern Thailand and in the Mekong
Delta region of Vietnam. Although Khmer is not an Indo-European language, it has borrowed much vocabulary from Sanskrit and Pali, and religious texts in those languages have
been transliterated, as well as translated into Khmer. The Khmer script is also used to render a number of regional minority languages, such as Tampuan, Krung, and Cham.
The Khmer script, called aksaa khmae (“Khmer letters”), is also the official script of Cambodia. It is descended from the Brahmi script of South India, as are Thai, Lao, Myanmar,
Old Mon, and others. The exact sources have not been determined, but there is a great similarity between the earliest inscriptions in the region and the Pallawa script of the Coromandel coast of India. Khmer has been a unique and independent script for more than
1,400 years. Modern Khmer has two basic styles of script: the aksaa crieng (“slanted script”)
and the aksaa muul (“round script”). There is no fundamental structural difference
between the two. The slanted script (in its “standing” variant) is chosen as representative in
Chapter 16, Code Charts.

Principles of the Script
Structurally, the Khmer script has many features in common with other Brahmi-derived
scripts, such as Devanagari and Myanmar. Consonant characters bear an inherent vowel
sound, with additional signs placed before, above, below, and/or after the consonants to
indicate a vowel other than the inherent one. The overall writing direction is left to right.
In comparison with the Devanagari script, explained in detail in Section 9.1, Devanagari,
the Khmer script has developed several distinctive features during its evolution.
Glottal Consonant. The Khmer script has a consonant character for a glottal stop (qa) that
bears an inherent vowel sound and can have an optional vowel sign. While Khmer also has
independent vowel characters like Devanagari, as shown in Table 10-4, in principle many of
its sounds can be represented by using qa and a vowel sign. This does not mean these representations are always interchangeable in real words. Some words are written with one
variant to the exclusion of others.

Table 10-4. Independent Vowel Characters
Name
i
ii
u
uk
uu
uuv
ry

274

Independent
Vowel

Qa with
Vowel Sign

G
H
I
J
K
L
M

DY, DY,] DZ
DZ, DY]
D], Dl]
D]"
D^, Dl^
D^>
<[
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Table 10-4. Independent Vowel Characters (Continued)
Name
ryy
ly
lyy
e
ai
oo
au

Independent
Vowel

Qa with
Vowel Sign

N
O
P
Q
R
S, T
U

<\
=[
=\
cD, dD
eD
co
ci

Subscript Consonants. Subscript consonant signs differ from independent consonant
characters, and are called coeng (literally, “foot, leg”) after their subscript position. While a
consonant character can constitute an orthographic syllable by itself, a subscript consonant
sign cannot. Note that U+17A1 C    does not have a corresponding subscript consonant sign in standard Khmer, but does have a subscript in the Khmer script
used in Thailand.
Subscript consonant signs are used to represent any consonant following the first consonant in an orthographic syllable. They also have an inherent vowel sound, which may be
suppressed if the syllable bears a vowel sign or another subscript consonant.
The subscript consonant signs are often used to represent a consonant cluster. Two consecutive consonant characters cannot represent a consonant cluster because the inherent
vowel sound in between is retained. To suppress the vowel, a subscript consonant sign (or
rarely, a subscript independent vowel) replaces the second consonant character. Theoretically, any consonant cluster composed of any number of consonant sounds without inherent vowel sounds in between can be represented systematically by a consonant character
and as many subscript consonant signs as necessary.
Examples of subscript consonant signs for a consonant cluster:

=t lo + coeng + ngo [l}mq] “sesame” (compare =& lo + ngo [lmq}] “to
haunt”)

="2%Z lo + ka + coeng + sa + coeng + mo + ii [lr'ksmei] “beauty, luck”
McB/ ka + aa + ha + coeng + vo + e [kaqfeq] “coffee”
The subscript consonant signs in the Khmer script can be used to denote a final consonant,
although this is uncommon.
Examples of subscript consonant signs for a closing consonant:

^ht to + a + nikahit + coeng + ngo [tr'}] “both” (= ^h&) (≠ *^hh [t}m'm])
cBZ, ha + oe + coeng + yo [ha'i] “already” (= cBZ;) (≠ *cB,Z [hya'])
While these subscript consonant signs are usually attached to a consonant character, they
can also be attached to an independent vowel character. Although this practice is relatively
uncommon, it is used in one very common word, meaning “to give.”
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Examples of subscript consonant signs attached to an independent vowel character:

S, qoo-1 + coeng + yo [paoi] “to give” (= S; and also T,)
S+ qoo-1 + coeng + mo [paom] “exclamation of solemn affirmation” (=
S:)
Subscript Independent Vowel Signs. Some independent vowel characters also have corresponding subscript independent vowel signs, although these are rarely used today.
Examples of subscript independent vowel signs:

7B: pha + coeng + qe + mo [pspaem] “sweet” (= d75: pha + coeng + qa +
ae + mo)

B>3r; ha + coeng + ry + to + samyok sannya + yo [harotey] “heart”
(royal) (= BM3r; ha + ry + to + samyok sannya + yo)
Consonant Registers. The Khmer language has a richer set of vowels than the languages for
which the ancestral script was used, though it has a smaller set of consonant sounds. The
Khmer script takes advantage of this situation by assigning different characters to represent
the same consonant using different inherent vowels. Khmer consonant characters and signs
are organized into two series or registers, whose inherent vowels are nominally -a in the
first register and -o in the second register, as shown in Table 10-5. The register of a consonant character is generally reflected on the last letter of its transliterated name. Some consonant characters and signs have a counterpart whose consonant sound is the same but
whose register is different, as ka and ko in the first row of the table. For the other consonant
characters and signs, there are two “shifter” signs. U+17C9   
converts a consonant character and sign from the second to the first register, while
U+17CA    converts a consonant from the first register to the second
(rows 2–4). To represent pa, however, muusikatoan is attached not to po but to ba, in an
exceptional use (row 5). The phonetic value of a dependent vowel sign may also change
depending on the context of the consonant(s) to which it is attached (row 6).

Table 10-5. Two Registers of Khmer Consonants
Row
1
2
3
4
5
6

First Register

Second Register

" ka [ktq] “neck”
$ ko [kmq] “mute”
<k ro + muusikatoan [rtq] “small saw” < ro [rmq] “fence (in the water)”
A" sa + ka [stqk] “to peel, to shed Al" sa + triisap + ka [smqk] “to insert”
one’s skin”
6" ba + ka [btqk] “to return”
6k: ba + muusikatoan + mo [ptqm]

*6l" ba + triisap + ka [bmqk]

8: po + mo [pmqm] “to put into the

“blockhouse”

mouth”

"^< ka + u + ro [koq] “to stir”

$^< ko + u + ro [kuq] “to sketch”

Examples of dependent vowel signs ending with [m]:

,h da + nikahit [dtm] “to pound” (compare
tar”)

,: da + mo [dtqm] “nec-

ch po + aa + nikahit [pm'm] “to carry in the beak” (compare c: po +
aa + mo [pè'm] “mouth of a river”)
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Encoding Principles. Like other related scripts, the Khmer encoding represents only the
basic underlying characters; multiple glyphs and rendering transformations are required to
assemble the final visual form for each orthographic syllable. Individual characters, such as
U+1789   , may assume variant forms depending on the other characters
with which they combine.
Subscript Consonant Signs. In the way that many Cambodians analyze Khmer today, subscript consonant signs are considered to be different entities from consonant characters.
The Unicode Standard does not assign independent code points for the subscript consonant signs. Instead, each of them is represented by the sequence of two characters: a special
control character (U+17D2   ) and a corresponding consonant character. This is analogous to the virama model employed for representing conjuncts in other
related scripts. Subscripted independent vowels are encoded in the same manner. Because
the coeng sign character does not exist as a letter or sign in the Khmer script, the Unicode
model departs from the ordinary way that Khmer is conceived of and taught to native
Khmer speakers. Consequently, the encoding may not be intuitive to a native user of the
Khmer writing system, although it is able to represent Khmer correctly.
U+17D2    is not actually a coeng but a coeng generator, because coeng in
Khmer refers to the subscript consonant sign. To aid Khmer script users, a listing of typical
Khmer subscript consonant letters has been provided in Table 10-6 together with their
descriptive names following preferred Khmer practice. While the Unicode encoding represents both the subscripts and the combined vowel letters with a pair of code points, they
should be treated as a unit for most processing purposes. In other words, the sequence
functions as if it had been encoded as a single character. A number of independent vowels
also have subscript forms, as shown in Table 10-8.

Table 10-6. Khmer Subscript Consonant Signs
Glyph

!p
!q
!r
!s
!t
!u
!v
!w
!x
!y
!z
!{
!|
!}
!~
!"
The Unicode Standard 4.0

Code

Name

17D2 1780

khmer consonant sign coeng ka

17D2 1781

khmer consonant sign coeng kha

17D2 1782

khmer consonant sign coeng ko

17D2 1783

khmer consonant sign coeng kho

17D2 1784

khmer consonant sign coeng ngo

17D2 1785

khmer consonant sign coeng ca

17D2 1786

khmer consonant sign coeng cha

17D2 1787

khmer consonant sign coeng co

17D2 1788

khmer consonant sign coeng cho

17D2 1789

khmer consonant sign coeng nyo

17D2 178A

khmer consonant sign coeng da

17D2 178B

khmer consonant sign coeng ttha

17D2 178C

khmer consonant sign coeng do

17D2 178D

khmer consonant sign coeng ttho

17D2 178E

khmer consonant sign coeng na

17D2 178F

khmer consonant sign coeng ta
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Table 10-6. Khmer Subscript Consonant Signs (Continued)
Glyph

!#
!$
!%
!&
!'
!(
!)
!*
!+
!,
-!
!.
!/
!0
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5

Code

Name

17D2 1790

khmer consonant sign coeng tha

17D2 1791

khmer consonant sign coeng to

17D2 1792

khmer consonant sign coeng tho

17D2 1793

khmer consonant sign coeng no

17D2 1794

khmer consonant sign coeng ba

17D2 1795

khmer consonant sign coeng pha

17D2 1796

khmer consonant sign coeng po

17D2 1797

khmer consonant sign coeng pho

17D2 1798

khmer consonant sign coeng mo

17D2 1799

khmer consonant sign coeng yo

17D2 179A

khmer consonant sign coeng ro

17D2 179B

khmer consonant sign coeng lo

17D2 179C

khmer consonant sign coeng vo

17D2 179D

khmer consonant sign coeng sha

17D2 179E

khmer consonant sign coeng ssa

17D2 179F

khmer consonant sign coeng sa

17D2 17A0

khmer consonant sign coeng ha

17D2 17A1

khmer consonant sign coeng la

17D2 17A2

khmer vowel sign coeng qa

As noted earlier, <U+17D2, U+17A1> represents a subscript form of la that is not used in
Cambodia, although it is attested in Thailand.
Dependent Vowel Signs. Most of the Khmer dependent vowel signs are represented with a
single character that is applied after the base consonant character and optional subscript
consonant signs. Three of these Khmer vowel signs are not encoded as single characters in
in the Unicode Standard. The vowel sign am is encoded as a nasalization sign, U+17C6
  . Two vowel signs, om and aam, have not been assigned independent
code points. They are represented by the sequence of a vowel (U+17BB   
 and U+17B6     respectively) and U+17C6   .
The nikahit is superficially similar to anusvara, the nasalization sign in the Devanagari
script, although in Khmer it is usually regarded as a vowel sign am. Anusvara not only represents a special nasal sound, but also can be used in place of one of the five nasal consonants homorganic to the subsequent consonant (velar, palatal, retroflex, dental, or labial,
respectively). Anusvara can be used concurrently with any vowel sign in the same orthographic syllable. Nikahit, in contrast, functions differently. Its final sound is [m], irrespective of the type of the subsequent consonant. It is not used concurrently with the vowels ii,
e, ua, oe, oo, and so on, although it is used with the vowel signs aa and u. In these cases the
combination is sometimes regarded as a unit—aam and om, respectively. The sound that
aam represents is [m'm], not [aqm]. The sequences used for these combinations are shown
in Table 10-7.
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Table 10-7. Composite Dependent Vowel Signs with Nikahit
Glyph

!h]
!Xh

Code

Name

17BB 17C6

khmer vowel sign om

17B6 17C6

khmer vowel sign aam

Independent Vowel Characters. In Khmer, as in other Brahmic scripts, some independent
vowels have their own letterforms, although the sounds they represent may more often be
represented with the consonant character for the glottal stop (U+17A2   )
modified by vowel signs (and optionally a consonant character). These independent vowels
are encoded as separate characters in the Unicode Standard.
Subscript Independent Vowel Signs. Some independent vowels have corresponding subscript independent vowel signs, although these are rarely used. Each is represented by the
sequence of U+17D2    and an independent vowel, as shown in
Table 10-8.

Table 10-8. Subscript Independent Vowel Signs
Glyph

Code

Name

!:

17D2 17A7

khmer independent vowel sign coeng qu

!>

17D2 17AB

khmer independent vowel sign coeng ry

!?

17D2 17AC

khmer independent vowel sign coeng ryy

!B

17D2 17AF

khmer independent vowel sign coeng qe

Other Signs as Syllabic Components. The Khmer sign robat historically corresponds to the
Devanagari repha, a representation of syllable-initial r-. However, the Khmer script can
treat the initial r- in the same way as the other initial consonants—namely, a consonant
character ro and as many subscript consonant signs as necessary. There are old loan words
from Sanskrit and Pali including robat, but in some of them, the robat is not pronounced
and is preserved in a fossilized spelling. Because robat is a distinct sign from the consonant
character ro, the Unicode Standard encodes U+17CC   , while it treats the
Devanagari repha as a part of a ligature without encoding it. The authoritative Chuon Nath
dictionary sorts robat as if it were a base consonant character, just as the repha is sorted in
scripts that use it. The consonant over which robat resides is then sorted as if it were a subscript.
Examples of consonant clusters beginning with ro and robat:

g)<2Z ro + aa + co + ro + coeng + sa + ii [rè'crsei] “king hermit”
o;n qa + aa + yo + robat [paqrya] “civilized” (= o<, qa + aa + ro +
coeng + yo)

81ne5 po + ta + robat + mo + aa + no [pmqdtmè'n] “news” (compare
Sanskrit rstuvw vartamZna “the present time”)
U+17DD    is a rarely used sign that denotes that the base consonant
character keeps its inherent vowel sound. In this respect it is similar to U+17D1 
 . U+17CB    shortens the vowel sound of the previous
orthographic syllable. U+17C7   , U+17C8   , U+17CD   , U+17CE   , U+17CF
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  , and U+17D0     are also explicitly encoded
signs used to compose an orthographic syllable.
Ligatures. Some vowel signs form ligatures with consonant characters and signs. These ligatures are not encoded separately, but should be presented graphically by the rendering
software. Some common ligatures are shown in Figure 10-1.

Figure 10-1. Common Ligatures
" ka + !X aa + < ro = M< [kaq] “job”
6 ba + !X aa = a [baq] “father, male of an animal;” used to prevent confusion with B ha
6 ba + g au = c[ [baw] “to suck”
: mo + !2 coeng sa + g au = c:a [msaw] “powder”
A sa + & ngo + !q coeng kha + !, coeng yo + !X aa = A&qZ [st}ksyaq] “counting”
Multiple Glyphs. A single character may assume different forms according to context. For
example, a part of the glyph for nyo is omitted when a subscript consonant sign is attached.
The implementation must render the correct glyph according to context. Coeng nyo also
changes its shape when it is attached to nyo. The correct glyph for the sequence <U+17D2
  , U+1789   > is rendered according to context, as
shown in Figure 10-2. This kind of glyph alternation is very common in Khmer. Some spacing subscript consonant signs change their height depending on the orthographic context.
Similarly, the vertical position of many signs varies according to context. Their presentation is left to the rendering software.
U+17B2 T       is thought to be a variant of
U+17B1 S      , but it is explicitly encoded in the
Unicode Standard. The variant is used in very few words, but these include the very common word aoi “to give,” as noted in Figure 10-2.

Figure 10-2. Common Multiple Forms
++[: nyo + nyo + y + mo [tmtom] “to smile”
'YccZu: ca + i + nyo + coeng + ca + oe + mo [cetca'm] “eyebrow”
Ay6i sa + coeng nyo + ba + bantoc [sttp] “to respect”
"KH ka + nyo + coeng + nyo + aa [kattaq] “girl, Miss, September”
T, qoo-2 + coeng + yo (= S, qoo-1 + coeng + yo) [paoi] “to give”
Characters Whose Use Is Discouraged. Some of the Khmer characters encoded in the Unicode Standard are not recommended for use for various reasons.
The use of U+17A3     and U+17A4  
  is discouraged. One feature of the Khmer script is the introduction of the consonant character for a glottal stop (U+17A2   ). This made it unnecessary
for each initial vowel sound to have its own independent vowel character, although some
independent vowels exist. Neither U+17A3 nor U+17A4 actually exists in the Khmer
script. Other related scripts, including the Devanagari script, have independent vowel characters corresponding to them (a and aa), but they can be transliterated by khmer letter qa
and khmer letter qa + khmer vowel aa, respectively, without ambiguity because these scripts
have no consonant character corresponding to the khmer qa.
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The use of U+17B4     and U+17B5    
is discouraged. These newly invented characters do not exist in the Khmer script. They
were intended to be used to represent a phonetic difference not expressed by the spelling, so
as to assist in phonetic sorting. However, they are insufficient for that purpose and should
be considered errors in the encoding.
The use of U+17D8    is discouraged. It was supposed to represent “et
cetera” in Khmer. However, it is a word rather than a symbol. Moreover, it has several different spellings. It should be spelled out fully using normal letters. Beyyal can be written as
follows:

N khan + ba + e + khan
O en dash + ba + e + en dash
v=v khan + lo + khan
M en dash + lo + en dash
Ordering of Syllable Components. The standard order of components in an orthographic
syllable as expressed in BNF is

B {R | C} {S {R}}* {{Z} V} {O} {S}
where

B is a base character (consonant character, independent vowel character,
and so on)

R is a robat
C is a consonant shifter
S is a subscript consonant or independent vowel sign
V is a dependent vowel sign
Z is the zero width non-joiner
O is any other sign
For example, the common word #yhj khnyom “I” is composed of the following three elements: (1) consonant character kha as B; (2) subscript consonant sign coeng nyo as S; (3)
dependent vowel sign om as V. In the Unicode Standard, coeng nyo and om are further
decomposed, and the whole word is represented by five coded characters.

#yhj kha + coeng + nyo + u + nikahit [kstom] “I”
The order of coded characters does not always match the visual order. For example, some of
the dependent vowel signs and their fragments may seem to precede a consonant character,
but they are always put after it in the sequence of coded characters. This is also the case with
coeng ro. Examples of visual reordering and other aspects of syllabic order are shown in
Figure 10-3.
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Figure 10-3. Examples of Syllabic Order
c3 to + e [tèq] “much”
c-'Z5 ca + coeng + ro + oe + no [cra'n] “much”
A'Qm: sa + ngo + coeng + ko + coeng + ro + aa + mo [st}krè'm] “war”
cBZ, ha + oe + coeng + yo [ha'i] “already”
AKH sa + nyo + coeng + nyo + aa [sattaq] “sign”
AZ] sa + triisap + ii [siq] “eat”
6Z] ba + muusikatoan + ii [pei] “a kind of flute”
Consonant Shifters. U+17C9    and U+17CA    are consonant shifters, also known as register shifters. In the presence of other superscript glyphs, both of these signs are usually rendered with the same glyph shape as that of
U+17BB    .
Although the consonant shifter in handwriting may be written after the subscript, the consonant shifter should always be encoded immediately following the base consonant, except
when it is preceded by U+200C   -. This provides Khmer with a
fixed order of character placement, making it easier to search for words in a document.

e:kt mo + muusikatoan + coeng + ngo + ai [m}ai] “one day”
d:l31y mo + triisap + coeng + ha + ae + ta + lek too [mhrqtmhrqt]
“bland”
If either muusikatoan or triisap needs to keep its superscript shape (as an exception to the
general rule where other superscripts typically force the alternative subscript glyph for
either character), U+200C   - should be inserted before the consonant shifter to show the normal glyph for a consonant shifter when the general rule
requires the alternative glyph. In such cases, U+200C   - is inserted
before the vowel sign, as shown in the following examples:

6lkd;< ba + Ã + triisap + ii + yo + ae + ro [biyrq] “beer”
-61\&Dlli ba + coeng + ro + ta + yy + ngo + qa + Ã + triisap + y + reahmuk [prtt'q}poh] “urgent, too busy”

-61\&D][i ba + coeng + ro + ta + yy + ngo + qa + triisap + y + reahmuk
Ligature Control. In the askaa muul font style, some vowel signs ligate with the consonant
characters to which they are applied. The font tables should determine whether they form a
ligature; ligature use in muul fonts does not affect the meaning. However, U+200C 
 - may be inserted before the vowel sign to explicitly suppress such a ligature, as shown in Figure 10-4.
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Figure 10-4. Ligation in Muul Style
>Y3^ vo + i + to + uu [vituq] “savant” (aksaa crieng font)
opq, nxpq vo + i + to + uu [vituq] “savant” (ligature dependent on the
muul font)

nxpq vo + Ã + i + to + uu [vituq] “savant” (Ã to prevent the ligature in
a muul font)

opq vo + Ä + i + to + uu [vituq] “savant” (Ä to request the ligature in
a muul font)
Spacing. Khmer does not use whitespace between words, although it does use whitespace
between clauses and between parts of a name. If word boundary indications are desired—
for example, for the use of automatic line layout algorithms—the character U+200B 
  should be used to place invisible marks for such breaks. The  
 can grow to have a visible width when justified. See Figure 15-1.

Khmer Symbols: U+19E0–U+19FF
Symbols. Many symbols for punctuation, digits, and numerals for divination lore are
encoded as independent entities. Symbols for the lunar calendar are encoded as single characters that cannot be decomposed even if their appearance might seem to be decomposable. U+19E0    and U+19F0   
represent the first and second of August, respectively, in a leap year. The 15 characters from
U+19E1     to U+19EF   -  represent the first through the fifteenth lunar waxing days, respectively. The 15 characters from
U+19F1     through U+19FF   -  represent the first through the fifteenth waning days, respectively. The typographical form of
these lunar dates is a top and bottom section of the same size text. The dividing line
between the upper and lower halves of the symbol is the vertical center of the line height.
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Tai Le: U+1950–U+197F
The Tai Le script has a history of 700–800 years, during which time several orthographic
conventions were used. The modern form of the script was developed in the years following
1954; it rationalized the older system and added a systematic representation of tones with
the use of combining diacritics. The new system was revised again in 1988, and spacing
tone marks were introduced to replace the combining diacritics. The Unicode encoding of
Tai Le handles both orthographies.
The Tai Le language is also known as Tai Nüa, Dehong Dai, Tai Mau, Tai Kong, and Chinese
Shan. Tai Le is a transliteration of the indigenous designation, HIJ KLM [tai2 l'6] (in older
orthography HN KLO). Tai Le orthography is straightforward: initial consonants precede
vowels, vowels precede final consonants, and tone marks, if any, follow the entire syllable.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the tone mark letters now used and existing
nonspacing marks in the Unicode Standard. The tone mark is the last character in a syllable-string in both orthographies. When one of the combining diacritics follows a tall letter
P, Q, R, S, T or L, it is displayed to the right of the letter, as shown in Table 10-9.

Table 10-9. Tai Le Tone Marks
Syllable

New
Old
Orthography Orthography

ta
ta2
ta3
ta4
ta5
ta6
ti
ti2
ti3
ti4
ti5
ti6

<
<C
<D
<E
<F
<G
<
<BC
<BD
<BE
<BF
<BG

H
=
>
?
@
A
<
<BH
<BI
<BJ
<BK
<BL

Digits. In China, European digits (U+0030..U+0039) are mainly used, though Myanmar
digits, (U+1040..U+1049) are also used with slight glyph variants, as shown in Table 10-10.

Table 10-10. Myanmar Digits
Myanmar-Style Glyphs Tai Le-Style Glyphs
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Punctuation. Both CJK punctuation and Western punctuation are used. Typographically,
European digits are about the same height and depth as the tall characters L and S; in some
fonts, the baseline for punctuation is the depth of those characters.
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Tagalog: U+1700–U+171F
Hanunóo: U+1720–U+173F
Buhid: U+1740–U+175F
Tagbanwa: U+1760–U+177F
The first of these four scripts, Tagalog, is no longer used, although the other three,
Hanunóo, Buhid, and Tagbanwa, are living scripts of the Philippines. South Indian scripts
of the Pallava dynasty made their way to the Philippines, although the exact route is uncertain. They may have been transported by way of the Kavi scripts of Western Java between
the tenth and fourteenth centuries .
There are written accounts of the Tagalog script by Spanish missionaries and documents in
Tagalog dating from the mid-1500s. The first book in this script was printed in Manila in
1593. While the Tagalog script was used to write Tagalog, Bisaya, Ilocano, and other languages, it fell out of normal use by the mid-1700s; the modern Tagalog language—also
known as Filipino—is now written in the Latin script.
The three living scripts, Hanunóo, Buhid, and Tagbanwa, are related to Tagalog, but may
not be directly descended from it. The Hanunóo and the Buhid peoples live in Mindoro,
while the Tagbanwa live in Palawan. Hanunóo enjoys the most use; it is widely used to write
love poetry, a popular pastime among the Hanunóo. Tagbanwa is used less often.

Principles of the Scripts
The Philippine scripts share features with the other Brahmi-derived scripts to which they
are related.
Consonant Letters. Philippine scripts have consonants containing an inherent -a vowel,
which may be modified by the addition of vowel signs or canceled (killed) by the use of a
virama-type mark.
Independent Vowel Letters. Philippine scripts have null consonants, which are used to
write syllables that start with a vowel.
Dependent Vowel Signs. The vowel -i is written with a mark above the associated consonant, and the vowel -u with an identical mark below. The mark is known in Tagalog as
kudlit “diacritic,” tuldik “accent,” or tildok “dot,” and ulitan “diacritic” in Tagbanwa. The
Philippine scripts employ only the two vowel signs i and u, which are also used to stand for
the vowels e and o, respectively.
Virama. Although all languages normally written with the Philippine scripts have syllables
ending in consonants, not all of the scripts have a mechanism for expressing the canceled
-a. As a result, in those orthographies, the final consonants are unexpressed. Francisco
Lopez introduced a cross-shaped virama in his 1620 catechism in the Ilocano language, but
this innovation did not seem to find favor with native users, who seem to have considered
the script adequate without it (they preferred !!" kakapi to !!#" kakampi). A similar reform for the Hanunóo script seems to have been better received. The Hanunóo pamudpod was devised by Antoon Postma, who went to the Philippines from the Netherlands
in the mid-1950s. In traditional orthography, $ %& ' ()* si apu ba upada is, with the
pamudpod, rendered more accurately as $ %+&, '+ ()*- si aypud bay upadan;
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the Hanunóo pronunciation is si aypod bay upadan. The Tagalog virama and Hanunóo
pamudpod cancel only the inherent -a. No conjunct consonants are employed in the Philippine scripts.
Directionality. The Philippine scripts are read from left to right in horizontal lines running
from top to bottom. They may be written or carved either in that manner or in vertical
lines running from bottom to top, moving from left to right. In the latter case, the letters
are written sideways so they may be read horizontally. This method of writing is probably
due to the medium and writing implements used. Text is often scratched with a sharp
instrument onto beaten strips of bamboo, which are held pointing away from the body and
worked from the proximal to distal ends, in columns from left to right.
Rendering. In Tagalog and Tagbanwa, the vowel signs simply rest over or under the consonants. In Hanunóo and Buhid, however, special ligatures are often formed, as shown in
Table 10-11.

Table 10-11. Hanunóo and Buhid Vowel Sign Combinations
Hanunóo

Buhid

x

x+!

x+"

x

x+P

x+Q

#
@
)
,
/
2
5
8
;
>
A
D
G
J
M

$
'
*
0
3
6
9
<
?
B
E
H
K
N

%
(
+
.
1
4
7
:
=
@
C
F
I
L
O

R
U
X
[
^
a
d
g
j
m
p
s
v
y
|

S
V
Y
\
_
b
e
h
k
n
q
t
w
z
}

T
W
Z
]
`
c
f
i
l
o
r
u
x
{
~

Punctuation. Punctuation has been unified for the Philippine scripts. In the Hanunóo
block, U+1735    and U+1736    are encoded. Tagalog makes use of only the latter; Hanunóo, Buhid, and Tagbanwa make use of both of them.
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